
Lessons In Femininity

And so, because they served as a powerful foundation for the growing national obsession 
with a test-score-based “accountability” (and the über-conservative, smoke-screen-protected 
social segregation now leaking in by the same portal):

Low-income school teacher divisions increased.	

Painstakingly separated through administrative mandate from a traditional old-school-

experienced-teacher role modeling, new teachers quickly ascertained that under the top-down 
theory of a modern-day low-income school management there was going to be little chance of, 
nor expectation for, a personal expression of…well, pretty much anything. 

It was lucky, then.
That so many of these new recruits?
Were, really, so darned smart.
Due to the happy circumstance of being the brightest, and harboring hopes, even, of 

being the best – oh, these newest school-turnaround miracle workers turned out to be 
exceptionally astute.  Conveniently for the don’t-talk-back-to-daddy administrative club, it didn’t 
take them but a minute to absorb the idea that a publicly noted teacher resistance was not only 
unacceptable? 

But that, in the low-income buildings of modern days, it had become a directly 
punishable act of an untenable insubordination. 

Over the years, Big Money’s obsession with the rubber-stamped approval for yet more 
highly remunerative school invasions had insistently pushed to acquire an ever more top-down, 
ever more non-democratic power.  As a result, in the name of building a “truer” educational 
liability, an increasing number of suddenly-decreed-“innovation” buildings had lost union (and 
thus judiciously-written, voice-safeguarding) protections.  As, one by one, elements of a union-
negotiated collaboration underwent methodic elimination, having never encountered any old-
fashioned support for a loyally outspoken educator involvement, each year’s latest inventory of 
new teachers discovered that – well, in truly modern days; in days ever more committed to the 
whim of competitive school markets?

The act of a teacher punishment had become progressively intertwined with an 
immediate, no-due-process, oh-no-you-shouldna-pissed-off-daddy dismissal.   

Good teachers, as these exceptionally intellectual hires might now rapidly deduce (and 
gosh wasn’t it great to work with such unusually clever employees), were those educators who, 
much like good women who knew their place, didn’t bother non-collaborative, business-trained, 
top-down daddy administrators with issues of racial discrimination, poverty disconnect, cultural 
exploitation, curriculum limitation, testing inequity, or any other of those unhelpfully emotional 
(and thus so obviously and unwantedly feminine) problems.  Problems which might obstruct the 
disinterested economics-before-people financial goals of our nation’s truly far-thinking leaders.

As lowest-level interchangeable (and, in days of a deregulated innovation willing to offer 
only minimal loyalty for hard work, higher education or a student and community commitment, 
ever-more-quickly-replaced) employees, good teachers soon realized that: 

As workers struggling to avoid daddy’s backhand?  
They simply never fussed.  
Being the publicly lauded good teachers of modern days, they kept all opinions – 

including any of those displeasingly feminine frustrations, worries, uncertainties and concerns – 
to themselves. 



Although? 
Well, one could hope.  
That in place of a decidedly non-feminine outspoken, student-protective, craft-defending, 

stubbornly-opinionated old teacher resistance?  Possibly the younger and younger recruits of 
“compassionately” modern days might yet manage to pull off what was, in the fast pace of a no-
excuses educational accountability, much, much more effectively expected from top-down, 
daddy-controlled employees:

Being engagingly vivacious.  
And unprecedentedly perky.


